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Explore the fascinating history of Scotland in an easy-to-read guide Want to discover how a small country on the edge of Northern Europe
packs an almighty historical punch? Scottish History For Dummies is your guide to the story of Scotland and its place within the historical
narratives of Britain, Europe and the rest of the world. You'll find out how Scotland rose from the ashes to forge its own destiny, understand
the impact of Scottish historical figures such as William Wallace, Robert the Bruce and David Hume and be introduced to the wonderful world
of Celtic religion, architecture and monuments. History can help us make connections with people and events, and it gives us an
understanding of why the world is like it is today. Scottish History For Dummies pulls back the curtain on how the story of Scotland has
shaped the world far beyond its borders. From its turbulent past to the present day, this informative guide sheds a new and timely light on the
story of Scotland and its people. Dig into a wealth of fascinating facts on the Stone, Bronze and Iron ages Get to know how Scotland was built
into an industrial economy by inventors, explorers and missionaries Discover the impact of the world wars on Scotland and how the country
has responded to challenges created by them Find up-to-the-minute information on Scotland's referendum on independence If you're a
lifelong learner looking for a fun, factual exploration of the grand scope of Scotland or a traveler wanting to make the most of your trip to this
captivating country, Scottish History For Dummies has you covered.
The Scottish soldier has been at war for over 2000 years. Until now, no reference work has attempted to examine this vast heritage of
warfare.A Military History of Scotland offers readers an unparalleled insight into the evolution of the Scottish military tradition. This wideranging and extensively illustrated volume traces the military history of Scotland from pre-history to the recent conflict in Afghanistan. Edited
by three leading military historians, and featuring contributions from thirty scholars, it explores the role of warfare in the emergence of a
Scottish kingdom, the forging of a Scottish-British military identity, and the participation of Scots in Britain's imperial and world wars.
Eschewing a narrow definition of military history, it investigates the cultural and physical dimensions of Scotland's military past such as
Scottish military dress and music, the role of the Scottish soldier in art and literature, Scotland's fortifications and battlefield archaeology, and
Scotland's military memorials and museum collections.
The first thorough study of the book trade during the age of Fergusson and Burns.
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
“Scots Wha Hae!” 'Scotland, A Very Peculiar History - Volume 2' is the concluding part of a lively and informative account of the vibrant
history of Scotland, from the beginnings of Stewart rule up to modern-day Scotland. Celebrating the many and varied cultural and historic
achievements of the Scottish, from the fierce Jacobite uprising to John Logie Baird's insulating socks, this ebook provides an objective
account of the nation's chequered (or rather, 'tartaned') history. You'll also find fact boxes, quotes, poetry and unbelievable recipes to share
with your family and friends (although we'd advise that some old recipes are only fit for reading)!
This is a reissue of a popular text, for Standard Grade History exams. We have added 8 pages 'Into the Millennium' to update the text, and
added exam questions under the new headings of Knowledge and Understanding and Line of Enquiry, at General and Credit levels.
The author of Culloden details the effects of World War I on Scotland. On the brink of the First World War, Scotland was regarded throughout
the British Isles as “the workshop of the Empire.” Not only were Clyde-built ships known the world over, Scotland produced half of Britain’s
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total production of railway equipment, and the cotton and jute industries flourished in Paisley and Dundee. In addition, Scots were a hugely
important source of manpower for the colonies. Yet after the war, Scotland became an industrial and financial backwater. Emigration
increased as morale slumped in the face of economic stagnation and decline. The country had paid a disproportionately high price in
casualties, a result of huge numbers of volunteers and the use of Scottish battalions as shock troops in the fighting on the Western Front and
Gallipoli—young men whom the novelist Ian Hay called “the vanished generation.” In this book, Trevor Royle provides the first full account of
how the war changed Scotland irrevocably by exploring a wide range of themes: the overwhelming response to the call for volunteers; the
performance of Scottish military formations in 1915 and 1916; the militarization of the Scottish homeland; the resistance to war in Glasgow
and the west of Scotland; and the boom in the heavy industries and the strengthening of women’s role in society following on from wartime
employment. “Royle has done First World War History a great service.” —Gary Sheffield, military historian “His exceptional talents at
narration produce a work that is both through-provoking and engaging . . . A vivid, solidly-written book.” —International Review of Scottish
Studies
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‘Alistair Moffat’s Bannockburn is a pacy account of the days leading up to the battle’ - Saturday Herald ‘A carefully
considered account of a well-trodden historical event, Moffat enlightens and educates with an up-to-date interpretation of
a battle firmly cemented in Scottish history’ - Scottish Field ‘Mr Moffat’s account of the duel between Bruce and de
Bohun is totally gripping and he is particularly enthralling about the councils of war onthe eve of the second day’s battle’
- Country Life From the Ice Age to the recent Scottish Referendum, historian and author Alistair Moffat explores the
history of the Scottish nation. As well as focusing on key moments in the nation’s history such as the Battle of
Bannockburn and the Jacobite Risings, Moffat also features other episodes in history that are perhaps less well
documented. From prehistoric timber halls to inventions and literature, Moffat’s tale explores the drama of battle,
change, loss and invention interspersed with the lives of ordinary Scottish folk, the men and women who defined a
nation.
An exciting account of the origins of the modern world Who formed the first literate society? Who invented our modern
ideas of democracy and free market capitalism? The Scots. As historian and author Arthur Herman reveals, in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries Scotland made crucial contributions to science, philosophy, literature, education,
medicine, commerce, and politics—contributions that have formed and nurtured the modern West ever since. Herman has
charted a fascinating journey across the centuries of Scottish history. Here is the untold story of how John Knox and the
Church of Scotland laid the foundation for our modern idea of democracy; how the Scottish Enlightenment helped to
inspire both the American Revolution and the U.S. Constitution; and how thousands of Scottish immigrants left their
homes to create the American frontier, the Australian outback, and the British Empire in India and Hong Kong. How the
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Scots Invented the Modern World reveals how Scottish genius for creating the basic ideas and institutions of modern life
stamped the lives of a series of remarkable historical figures, from James Watt and Adam Smith to Andrew Carnegie and
Arthur Conan Doyle, and how Scottish heroes continue to inspire our contemporary culture, from William “Braveheart”
Wallace to James Bond. And no one who takes this incredible historical trek will ever view the Scots—or the modern
West—in the same way again.
A distinguished historian explores the seminal contributions of Scotland to the development of modern Western
civilization, discussing the impact of such ideals as democracy, freedom of speech, equal opportunity, and a commitment
to education and exploring Scottish accomplishments in the fields of philosophy, science, medicine, engineering, political
thought, and more. Reprint. 75,000 first printing.
From its earliest inhabitants up to the beginnings of Stewart rule, 'Scotland: A Very Peculiar History - Volume 1' is a lively
and informative account of the chequered (or rather, 'tartaned') history of Scotland. Detailing grisly clan wars and the
many mythical creatures to look out for while you're out in the wild, this ebook gives an objective account of the nation's
history, with 'no added haggis'! Focussing on the more weird and wonderful aspects of Scottish history, such as forgotten
towns and mysterious runes, it celebrates how Scotland came to be, and includes fact boxes, quotes, poetry excerpts
and recipes you wouldn't believe!
Presents a story of the land that became Scotland which is one of dramatic geological events and human endeavour. This title also presents
a narrative that ranges from the great thaw at the end of the Ice Age which was instrumental in shaping Scotlands magnificent landscape
through the megalith builders, to the Celts and the Picts.
Experience a new history of Scotland told through its places. Writers Kathleen Jamie, Alexander McCall Smith, Alistair Moffat, James
Robertson and James Crawford pick twenty-five buildings to tell the story of the nation.Travelling across the country, from abandoned islands
and lonely glens to the heart of our modern cities, these five authors seek out the diverse narrative of the Scottish people. Follow Kathleen
Jamie as she searches for the traces of our first family hearths in the Cairngorms and makes a midsummer journey to Shetland to meet the
unlikely new inhabitants of an Iron Age broch. Tour the wondrous and macabre Surgeons' Hall with Alexander McCall Smith, or walk with him
over sacred ground to Iona's ancient Abbey. Join Alistair Moffat as he discovers a lost whisky village in the wilds of Strathconon, and climbs
up through the vertiginous layers of history in Edinburgh Castle. Accompany James Robertson as he goes from the standing stones of
Callanish to the humble cottage of Hugh MacDiarmid - via the engineering colossus of the Forth Rail Bridge. And journey with James
Crawford from a packed crowd in Hampden Park, to an off-the-grid eco-bothy on the Isle of Eigg.Who Built Scotland is a landmark exploration
of Scotland's social, political and cultural histories. Moving from Neolithic families, exiled hermits and ambitious royal dynasties to highland
shieling girls, peasant poets, Enlightenment philosophers and iconoclastic artists, it places our people, our ideas and our passions at the
heart of our architecture and archaeology. This is the remarkable story how we have shaped our buildings and how our buildings, in turn,
have shaped us.
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The dramatic story of Scotland - by charismatic television historian, Neil Oliver. Scotland is one of the oldest countries in the world with a vivid
and diverse past. Yet the stories and figures that dominate Scottish history - tales of failure, submission, thwarted ambition and tragedy often badly serve this great nation, overshadowing the rich tapestry of her intricate past. Historian Neil Oliver presents a compelling new
portrait of Scottish history, peppered with action, high drama and centuries of turbulence that have helped to shape modern Scotland. Along
the way, he takes in iconic landmarks and historic architecture; debunks myths surrounding Scotland's famous sons; recalls forgotten battles;
charts the growth of patriotism; and explores recent political developments, capturing Scotland's sense of identity and celebrating her place in
the wider world.
Christopher Harvie, one of Scotland's leading historians and political writers, takes a long view of Scotland: its land, people, and culture.
Scotland: A History sweeps from the earliest settlements to the new Parliament of 1999 and beyond. It describes the unique multi-ethnic
kingdom which emerged from the Dark Ages, the small, proud nation manoeuvring among the great powers of medieval Europe, and the
radical reformation which forced a compromise with its mighty southern neighbour. Harvie follows Scotland's tense partnership with England
for over 400 years, through dual monarchy and union, enlightenment and empire, industrialization and de-industrialization. First published
over a decade ago, this new edition has been extended - at both ends - to include recent discoveries about Scotland's early pre-historic
settlements, through to a new final chapter covering the history, politics, and economics of the country under the Holyrood Parliament - and
the background to the controversy over the Independence Referendum of 2014.

"Experience a new history of Scotland told through its places. Writers Kathleen Jamie, Alexander McCall Smith, Alistair
Moffat, James Robertson and James Crawford pick twenty-five buildings to tell the story of the nation.Travelling across
the country, from abandoned islands and lonely glens to the heart of our modern cities, these five authors seek out the
diverse narrative of the Scottish people. Follow Kathleen Jamie as she searches for the traces of our first family hearths
in the Cairngorms and makes a midsummer journey to Shetland to meet the unlikely new inhabitants of an Iron Age
broch. Tour the wondrous and macabre Surgeons' Hall with Alexander McCall Smith, or walk with him over sacred
ground to Iona's ancient Abbey. Join Alistair Moffat as he discovers a lost whisky village in the wilds of Strathconon, and
climbs up through the vertiginous layers of history in Edinburgh Castle. Accompany James Robertson as he goes from
the standing stones of Callanish to the humble cottage of Hugh MacDiarmid - via the engineering colossus of the Forth
Rail Bridge. And journey with James Crawford from a packed crowd in Hampden Park, to an off -the-grid eco-bothy on
the Isle of Eigg. Who Built Scotland is a landmark exploration of Scotland's social, political and cultural histories. Moving
from Neolithic families, exiled hermits and ambitious royal dynasties to highland sheiling girls, peasant poets,
Enlightenment philosophers and iconoclastic artists, it places our people, our ideas and our passions at the heart of our
architecture and archaeology. This is the remarkable story how we have shaped our buildings and how our buildings, in
turn, have shaped us." -- provided by publisher.
Studies the book trade during the age of Fergusson and BurnsOver 40 leading scholars come together in this volume to
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scrutinise the development and impact of printing, binding, bookselling, libraries, textbooks, distribution and international
trade, copyright, piracy, literacy, music publication, women readers, children's books and cookery books.The 18th
century saw Scotland become a global leader in publishing, both through landmark challenges to the early copyright
legislation and through the development of intricate overseas markets that extended across Europe, Asia and the
Americas. Scots in Edinburgh, Glasgow, London, Dublin and Philadelphia amassed fortunes while bringing to
international markets classics in medicine and economics by Scottish authors, as well as such enduring works of
reference as the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Entrepreneurship and a vigorous sense of nationalism brought Scotland from
financial destitution at the time of the 1707 Union to extraordinary wealth by the 1790s. Publishing was one of the
country's elite new industries.
The first modern history of Scottish woodlands, this highly illustrated volume explores the changing relationship between
trees and people from the time of Scotland's first settlement, focusing on the period 1500 to 1920. Drawing on work in
natural science, geography and history, as well as on the authors' own research, it presents an accessible and readable
account that balances social, economic and environmental factors. Two opening chapters describe the early history of
the woodlands. The book is then divided into chapters that consider traditional uses and management, the impact of
outsiders on the pine woods and the oakwoods in the first phase of exploitation, and the effect of industrialization.
Separate chapters are devoted to case studies of management at Strathcarron, Glenorchy, Rothiemurchus, and on Skye.
The work of leading authorities on Scottish history is brought together in this accurate and sophisticated portrait of
Scotland from Roman times to the present day.
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